
Data Analytics provides a subtle way to analyze the
data in a qualitative and quantitative manner to draw
logical conclusions. Gone are the days where one must
think about gathering the data and saving the data to
form the clusters. For the next few years, it’s all about
Data Analytics and it’s techniques to boost the modern
era technologies such as Machine learning and
Artificial Intelligence.
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The program curriculum provides extensive knowledge of Data
Collection, Extraction, Cleansing, Exploration, and
Transformation. Alongside the Data Mining, Data Integration is
done with feature Engineering to build Prediction models for
Data Visualization and deploying the solution. You name the skill
set and our trainers are always there to handle the new
generation tools with latest versions.
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As a part of the Data Analytics training, the range of skills
and tools that are emphasized in the course include
Tableau, Power BI, Advance Excel, SAS and other
important topics.
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Well structured, build the learning experience,
allowed for continuity of experiences as the learner
progresses and grows. Apollo Medskills & ExcelR,
eLearning platform provides the complete course
videos on all topics in the agenda recorded from
renowned Data Scientist from ISB. Self-paced videos
which helps to learn, revise and recap the concepts.
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For more details please contact
APOLLO MEDSKILLS LIMITED, Centre of Excellence
8-2-293/82/A/501P, 4th Floor, SBR Aracade, Rd#36, Jubilee Hills
Hyderabad – 500033. Tool Free: 1800 1230 0995

Chennai: 9841168933            Delhi: 9121168011 

Hyderabad: 9398492315       Patna: 9121017059

The term analysis refers to the discovery of significant patterns in the data and is one of the steps in the data life cycle of
raw data collection Preparing pattern information analysis to synthesize knowledge and action for produce value, as shown
in this diagram, analysis is the entire process of data collection, extraction transformation, analysis interpretation and
reporting includes statistical analysis as one of the subsequent steps, the most recent one stated that analytics is used to
refer to the methods, their implementations in tools and the results of the use of the tools such as The analysis process is
the synthesis of knowledge from the information.
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